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Children’s Book “Mimi And Moto Ride
The Alphabet” Review
A very fun kid’s book that happens to be about motorcycles.

By Mark Hoyer
March 26, 2020

Mimi and Moto Ride the Alphabet is the second motorcycle-related kids’ book from authors Nancy
Gerloff and Mark Augustyn. Jeff Allen
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Of all the things I thought might happen to me as I read Mimi and 

Moto Ride the Alphabet with my son, almost shedding a tear 

wasn’t one of them. But there we were, reading this delightful 

motorcycle children’s book, and I welled up.
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Good style for our little rider monkeys, and check out the detail on that flat-track-racer wheel. Jeff

Allen
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It was for the best reason though. Ian is 7 now, and he reads well 

enough that Ride the Alphabet is a little young for him, so it made 

me long for the days when he was smaller.



But there is a lot to keep everybody entertained in this book by 

authors Nancy Gerloff and Mark Augustyn. The writing, rhyming, 

and alliteration are a lot of fun, and the illustrations are great. 

Accurate portrayals of machine types? Riding style? Gear? Yes, this 

book is tops on all accounts, showing hill climbers, roadrace bikes, 

stand-up wheelies, adventure bikes, choppers, bobbers, 

recognizable motorcycle brands, parts, and more. The lovable 

monkeys, Mimi and Moto, and their animal friends are always 

geared up properly when riding.

Good style for our little rider monkeys, and check out the detail on that flat-track-racer wheel. Jeff

Allen
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The fundamental here is to teach kids the alphabet, and each letter

gets its own page stacked with words (and related illustrations)

The fundamental here is to teach kids the alphabet, and each 
letter gets its own page stacked with words (and related 
illustrations) beginning with the featured letter.

“Ride the Alphabet” is the second book from Gerloff and Augustyn, 

following The Adventures of Mimi and Moto, which we have not 

read, but now must get.

This is not the only sidecar portrayed in the book, because who doesn’t love a sidecar. Jeff Allen
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Motorcycling is portrayed in the best light, making this a fun book

to share your passion for riding with little ones. Of course,

This 28-page book is 9-1/2 inches tall by 7-1/8 wide, making it a 

good size for little hands but still big enough to let the illustrations 

by Aveliya Savina and Marat Kurokhtin shine. It’s available directly 

from mimiandmoto.com or get it on Amazon and many other 

outlets.

Motorcycling is portrayed in the best light, making this a fun book 

to share your passion for riding with little ones. Of course, 

motorcycle-loving parents like us should get books like this for our 

kids, but even better would be to strategically gift them to non-

riding families so that more kids can learn about how much fun we 

have riding. In fact, I think I’m going to have my son Ian read it to his 

youngest cousin.
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